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2013-06-12 scrum call

Attending

Benn
Scott
Heather

Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn: 0.8 has been tagged; LDAP provisioner is mostly done
Scott: no code; gw-astronomy.org shows the deployment that will become the KAGRA-LIGO production deployment, and will keep 
updating that as we get closer to 0.8.1
Marie: went through as many tickets as possible; some bugs couldn't be reproduced and have been marked; 312, 605, and 609 all need 
discussion; working on site map for Cancel buttons; sent email last night with link to that spreadsheet (same layout as last time we 
discussed that ticket

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn: customization of DN
Scott: hope to import the list of KAGRA users, a bootstrapping process; hoping to get the LDAP hooked up

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn: no blockers
Scott: note: on vacation this week
Marie: need input - 605, go ahead and use tabs; 609, is the question library or look-and-feel (Benn answering about library, HF 
answering about look-and-feel)

Need to adjust priority - 374 is more critical than 609 for 0.8.1
Need to more thoroughly define 374: when something like adding an address, editing a name, you have an option of hitting save or hitting cancel - one 
problem is that the wording on the button is not consistent (may not always say "cancel") also not sure you always go back to a logical place. So, step one, 
work through all the possible flows (which is what Marie's spreadsheet is going to do)
Where we have forms where there is a save button but the "save" doesn't apply to everything, we may want to do an inventory of what makes sense; 
maybe a new parent ticket "review user experience flow, and move 374 under it and add additional tickets or subtasks) - will do that after we get a little 
farther
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Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn: half way done with CO-550
Marie: finished the spreadsheet with the workflows; worked on CO-605 (tabs)
Scott: nothing to report

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn: finish CO-550
Marie: depends on today's dev discussion
Scott: vacation next week

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn: no
Marie: have some problem with flows and necessary attributes
Scott: vacation next week

Dev business

Cancel button - see https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0An7Ym-huUiSvdExEeTI1NkhqTTNiMzRpWHhqM1NPZmc&usp=sharing
Ponder 374 and come back to it next week
Calendar bashing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0An7Ym-huUiSvdExEeTI1NkhqTTNiMzRpWHhqM1NPZmc&usp=sharing
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